Snowflake Forest

Finished Size: 45" x 54"

Fabric & Supplies Needed:
1. Gray Background: 3/4 yard of 5 shimmer fabrics
2. Snowflakes/Binding: Fat Quarter of 6 shimmer fabrics
3. Heat N Bond Lite: 2 yards
4. Accuquilt Snowflake Dies (www.accuquilt.com)
   - Go! Snowflake - 7" (#55450)
   - Go! Holiday Medley (#55043)
   - Go! Sleigh & Snowflakes (#55322)

Cutting Instructions:
1. Gray Background Squares:
   From each of 5 fabrics:
   - Cut 4 - 5" strips x WOF (width of fabric).
   - Cut into segments: 24 - 5" x 5".
   You should have a total of 120 - 5" x 5" squares.

Sewing Instructions:
1. Background
   - Arrange 120 - 5" x 5" squares in 12 rows of 10.
   - Stitch squares together in rows.
   - Press rows in opposite directions.
   - Stitch rows together to create background.

2. Snowflakes
   - Cut Snowflake Fat Quarters in half.
     (Reserve other fat quarter half for binding).
   Option 1: Press Heat N Bond Lite to half of each of the 6 snowflake fat quarters.
     - Using Accuquilt Dies and Cutter, follow manufacturer's directions to cut 1-2 large snowflakes and 3-6 small snowflakes from each of 6 fabrics.
   Option 2: Make template of desired snowflakes provided.
     - Mark 1-2 large snowflakes and 3-6 small snowflakes (for each of 6 fabrics)
       on smooth side of Heat N Bond Lite.
     - Press Heat N Bond to wrong side of 6 snowflake fabrics.
     - Cut on marked lines.

3. Construction
   - Trace large ‘tree’ triangle and stump on gray background with disappearing marker or pen.
   - Place snowflakes as desired within triangle and stump outline.
   - Remove paper and press snowflakes into place.
   *At this point, you can stitch around all of the snowflakes or leave them raw-edges and stitch down with quilting later.

4. Quilt and bind.
Snowflake Forest

Measures 1 inch